
L TER Fares Well in 
National Advisory 
Board Review 

The first meeting of the LTER National 
Advisory Board (NAB) took place on 

10-11 December 1998 at the Sevilleta Field 
Station, near Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

Mary Clutter, assistant director, Director
ate for Biological Sciences at the National 
Science Foundation kicked off the meeting 
with a strong endorsement of the LTER 
Program. 

As the first formal review of the L TER 
Network since 1993 , the responsibilities of 
the NAB are to: 
+ Provide regular review and advice to aid 
in the periodic assessment needed by the 
LTER program and by NSF; 
• Provide guidance on new directions or 
interactions that might be pursued by the 
program; and 
• Help to publicize the activities and 
opporhmities in the LTER program. 

The NAB also provides independent 
oversight for the LTER Office. 

The NAB began its review by examining 
progress toward achieving the goals set by 
the "Ten-year Review of the LTER 

'Program" (http://www .lternet.edu/nab/ 
risser-report.html) . The NAB concluded 
that LTER sites have continued to conduct 
excellent long-term measurements and 
question-driven sh1dies . Other aspects of 
the Network that were singled out for 
positive comment included the develop
ment of a clear network governance 
structure, the creation of an outside body to 
provide advice and commentary, the . 
expansion of the role of standing commit
tees, and the successful relocation of the 
Network Office. 

One important recommendation of the 
Ten-year Review was to expand site-based 
research to achieve broad-scale synthesis 
and integration. While modest success 
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toward this goal was acknowledged, the 
NAB encouraged stronger efforts to develop 
broader synthesis. In addition , the NAB 
emphasized the role of the Network Office 
in achieving this goal. 

Specific recommendations addressed a 
series of operational issues facing the L TER 
Program. These included: . 
• A moratorium on the addition of new sites 
until the 20-year review process has ad
dressed the relative importance of more sites 
versus augmented funding for existing sites; 
• A careful evaluation of the Network's 
ability to take on new and different respon
sibilities without comparable increases m 
funding; 
• A clear prioritization of efforts to interact 
with other networks that emphasizes 
benefits to the LTER Network; 
• A measured development of partnerships 
with other ecologically based research sites 
(OBFS stations, Forest Service sites, RNA 
sites) to enhance opportunities for 

regionalization; . . 
+ A clearer definition of the regionahzatwn 
effort to delimit the appropriate region of 
extrapolation of site-based research ; 
+ The facilitation of cross-site synthesis by: 
• Bringing together scientists from different 
sites 
• Appointing senior scientists for short-term 

periods to focus on synthesis . . .. 
• Having the Network Office provide mittal 
ai1alysis of synthetic data sets 
• Working towards standardization of 
measurements in new cross-site projects 
• Initiating network-wide analyses of long
term changes in North American ecosystems 
+ Hi aher-order coordination of research in b 

response to new initiatives such as the 
Microbial, Biodiversity, and National 
Environmental Observatories ; 
• Partnerships with other communities that 
are developing informatics standards and 
enhancement of network informatics efforts 
through the acquisition of additional 
extramural funds 
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NAB Reviews L TER 
continued from page one 

• Define a strategic plan for Network-level 
outreach and communication opportunities 
and activities, as well as the Network 
Office ' s role in such a plan; 
• Develop a plan setting priorities for 
commitment of time and effort. The NAB 
considered this such an important recom
mendation that they requested a report on 
progress within six months; 
• Continued emphasis on rigorous scien
tific management at the network level, 
including enhanced computing architecture 
and support of the Information Manage
ment Committee; 
• Focused effort to address the question of 
standardization of measurements; 
• Development of new metrics of perfor
mance; and 
• Enhancement of the participation of 
outside scientists in LTER projects. 

The full report of the National Advisory 
Board is available at http:// 
www .lternet.edu/network/ 
NAB_ Report 1998.html. Efforts to address 
recommendations from the report are 
discussed in an accompanying article on 
the recent CC meeting (see page three). 
More information about the meeting and a 
list of NAB members can be found on the 
LTER web page (http://www.lternet.edu/ 
nab/). • 

Wayne Swank 
Retires from the 
USDA Forest Service 

Brian D. Kloeppel, Coweeta L TER 

A celebration honoring Wayne T. 
Swank's accomplishments and 

contributions to LTER 
research was held at the 
Waynesville Country Club 
on 20 March 99 . The 
celebration affectionately 
called "Swankfest 99" was 
attended by 137 people. 

Wayne was one of the 
original proponents of the 
L TER network and was a 
leading force in helping to 
establish Coweeta (CWT) as 
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one of the first six LTER sites in 1980. 
Wayne was a Co-Lead PI of the Coweeta 
LTER program from 1980 to 1996 and 
served as a graduate and post-doc advisor 
for numerous students at the University of 
Georgia, University of Florida, and 
Clemson University. 

Wayne has participated in numerous 
international scientific exchanges and will 
be participating in a three-month lecture 
series in the United Kingdom and a 
scientific exchange for watershed ecology 
in Turkey in 1999. 

Wayne plans to enjoy his retirement 
from the USDA Forest Service while 
completing several long-term studies, co
editing the second Coweeta synthesis 
volume (12 chapters on watershed recovery 
from clearcutting), and enjoying a healthy 
dose of wild turkey hunting. 

"Swankfest 99" was organized by James 
Vose, who was assisted by Patricia 
Stickney, Teresa Moss, and Lloyd Swift. • 

Join L TER in Y2K 
LTER is planning an All Scientists 

Meeting at Snowbird, Utah August 1-4 of 
the year 2000, adjacent to the Ecological 
Society of America meeting. 

The L TER meeting will feature work
shops, paper and poster presentations, and 
other activities to promote long-term and 
broad-scale network-level research. Robert 
Parmenter, PI at the Sevilleta LTER site, is 
preparing a schedule. Please contact him at 
parmentr@sevilleta.unm.edu with your 
suggestions. • 

New Books Promote 
LTER 

A s L TER matures, its stories become 
clearer, easier to relate, and meaning

ful to more people both inside and outside 
the Network. Several new 
books exemplify the LTER 
concept for general audiences. 

In The Hidden Forest 
(Henry Holt, 1999) author Jon 
Luoma discusses how the long
term, multi-disciplinary study 
of the Andrews Forest in 
Oregon has incurred profound 
changes in understanding of 
and appreciation for the 
delicate balances of the natural 
world. 

continued on page ten 



Testing a New Meeting 
Format: Working 
Groups at the L TER 
CC Meeting 

The Luquillo LTER site hosted the 
LTER Coordinating Committee (CC) 

meeting 22-24 April 1999, initiating a new 
format designed to foster increased focus 
on specific LTER issues and challenges . 

Eight 'working groups' were charged 
with addressing a variety of topics critical 
to the continued success of the LTER 
program. Short summaries of their reports 
are appended below. Please read the 
complete reports from the working groups 
and recommendations on the Web site: 
http: //www .lternet. edu/N etwork/meetings. 
Business Meeting 

Scott Collins from the National Science 
Foundation discussed upcoming competi
tions, including Undergraduate Mentoring 
in Environmental Biology, Microbial 
Observatories, Biocomplexity, Information 
Technology, and a program for post
doctoral appointments in biology. 

In addition, NSF is proceeding with plans 
for the Biodiversity Observing Network 
(BON) and the National Ecological Obser
vatory Network (NEON), and further 
information about these initiatives will be 
forthcoming. A 20-year review of the 
LTER program is being planned, but the 
timing and mechanism is still under 
discussion . 

Phil Robertson (KBS) was elected to the 
Executive Committee to replace David 
Foster, whose term had expired. The CC 
initiated a review of LTER priorities in 
response to a recommendation of the 
National Advisory Board (NAB) (see . 
article, page one). The NAB has recom
mended that the LTER Network develop a 
strategic plan for outreach and education. 
The Network Office was assigned the 
responsibility of drafting this plan (se 
article page 4). Standardization of data 
collection was discussed at length. 
Working Groups 
I. Network Strategy for NEON 

This discussion centered on activities and 
strategies that could increase the probability 
of L TER sites and their collaborators to be 
involved in the potential National Ecologi-

cal Observing Network. As described by 
NSF representatives, NEON is intended to 
be a consortium effort. A competition will 
fund proposals from well-established sites 
that have demonstrated their success in 
networked research efforts . Recommenda
tions for LTER Sites for participation in 
NEON are detailed on the Web site. 
2. Scientific Questions for NEON 

This group addressed the development a 
set of broad questions to guide infrastruc
ture needs for NEON, beginning from the 
assumption that large-scale changes in 
abiotic (land use, C02, N deposition, 
temperature , hydrology) and biotic dynam
ics have global implications for ecosystem 
stmcture and function. The group's 
suggestions are detailed on the Web site. 
Action items include preparing a draft 
report from this Working group to NSF by 
June 1999. 
3. Planning for BON 

In anticipation of the upcoming competi
tion for Biodiversity Observatories, this 
working group was charged with examin
ing strategies that might benefit sites in the 
LTER Network. The working group 
developed comprehensive goals and 
strategies, which are detailed on the Web 
site. The Network Office is already in the 
process of implementing many of this 
group's suggestions . 
4. The Future of LTER Information 
Management 

Increased funding for information 
technology is a priority at NSF, and the 
LTER Network needs to develop strategies 
for interacting with new initiatives . 

Recommendations include targeting our 
efforts toward LTER science priorities such 
as NEON, BON, and related consmtia, 
while fostering sophisticated approaches to 
information and 
analysis and providing 
integrated access to 
diverse ecological data. 
Meanwhile, achieving 
new levels of function-
ality while maintaining 
core activities will 
require additional 
resources, and potential 
sources were discussed. 
Products of this 
Working Group's 
strategy session are 
available on the Web 

The NAB report (see page one) rec9m
mends that LTER develop a method for 
measuring its accomplishments and 
successes, ranging from individual sites to 
network-level activities . These ' metrics' 
will be valuable for NSF to use in instruct
ing the 20 year review of the L TER 
program in 2001 . 

Contributions discussed in this working 
group include the use of the L TER model 
by other agencies, the value of scientific 
publications in addressing societal issues, 
and education at all levels. See the meeting 
Web site for specifics. A list of these 
metrics will be drafted for presentation at 
the next Coordinating Conm1ittee meeting. 
6. The Consortium Approach 

This working group discussed further 
development of consortia between L TER 
and institutions, such as those already 
developed with the National Center for 
Ecological Analysis and Synthesis, the San 
Diego Supercomputer Center, and the 
Organization of Biological Field Stations. 

Involvement in these consortia will allow 
LTER to compete for funds for projects 
such as information teclmology and 
training. The mission of a proposed 
consortium (see article, page ten) is to 
promote advances in ecology and systemat
ics through cooperative initiatives in 
bioinformatics. 
7. Interactions with other Organizations 

The group recommended developing 
memoranda of understanding between 
LTER and appropriate agencies that state 
mutual benefits, common goals/objectives, 
and roles/responsibilities. Other items to 
consider for a meaningful MOU, and a 
comprehensive list of prospective agencies 
and organizations, as well as primties for 
reasoning are on the Website. • 

site. Luquil/o Experimental Forest L TER -Location for the Spring 1999 
5. Evaluating the L TER Coordinating Committee 20-22 April . Photo courtesy Robert Waide. 
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Adding Outreach to 
the L TER Agenda 
L TER to Offer Network-wide 
Support for Outreach Projects 
Patricia Sprott, L TER Network Office 

The LTER Network has much to offer 
the public and policy makers

information about the past, present and 
future of our environment. 

Across the Network, LTER sites are 
actively engaged in extensive communica
tions and outreach activities, representing 
excellent first steps toward a comprehen
sive effort. As L TER matures "so does the 
the array of opportunities and the impor
tance of these activities" for outreach, 
according to the National Advisory Board 
review (see article, page one). And 
increasingly, the report adds , "a Network
wide strategy is needed." In response to 
the NAB recommendations, and to increas
ing demands on individuals at LTER sites, 
the Network Office is developing a 
Communications and Outreach plan that, 
through the involvement of the sites and 

other partners, outlines opportunities that 
will build upon the work already begun. 

The goal of the LTER Outreach Project 
is to inform communities about the science 
conducted at their local L TER site, to brief 
congressional representatives on the value 
of L TER science, and to support and 
conduct education programs at all levels
from elementary school students to 
continuing education for adults. 

In accordance with the recommendations 
of the NAB Report, the LTER Outreach 
Project will "fully realize the LTER 
Network concept, exploiting the many 
opportunities for expanded partnerships 
and increasing the resources needed to 
implement this concept. Employing 
aspects of communications, marketing and 
informal education will serve diverse 
audiences , informing them about the 
importance of the L TER science." 

An important by-product of this effort 
will be the L TER' s endorsement of the 
value of Outreach as an integral compo
nent of a research program. 

Elements of this plan include, but are 
not limited to : 
• Identifying key individuals at sites and 
connected to partnership organizations 
who are interested in participating in this 
Network-wide effort; 

• Identifying the target audiences; 
• Developing key messages and the overall 
LTER 'story'; 
• Identifying partners with the scientific 
and financial capacity to augment LTER 
research and outreach; 
• Developing tools and methods of 
outreach and education for each target 
audience; 
• Initiating targeted outreach to under
represented groups, taking advantage of the 
geographic locations of these sites (e.g. , 
Hispanic communities surrounding the 
Sevilleta and Jornada sites); 
• Establishing linkages to training pro
grams for L TER scientists to become 
effective science communicators to many 
different audiences (e.g., the Aldo Leopold 
Leadership Program); 
• Partnering with extension-type specialists 
who would work with LTER scientists to 
broadly communicate science ; 
• Assembling a group of individuals who 
will agree on a timetable for implementa
tion, a budget estimate and possible 
proposal writing; and 
• Collaborating regional networks of sites 
to generate broader perspectives . 

The Network Office has created a 
preliminary development plan through 
consultation with Robert Bohanan (Out-

L TER- A Model for Communication and Outreach 
• Congress I Pol icy Makers (State, Local) 
• Funders (National Science Foundation, 
others) • General Public (Children, Families) 

• Human Inhabitants of L TER Sites • University Officials, other Institutional 
Administrators 
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• NGOs (Greenpeace, etc.) 

• Participation in Events 
• Holding Special Events 
• Making/distributing videos 
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reach Program Manager, Center for 
Biology Education, University of Wiscon
sin-Madison), Kathy Fallon-Lambert 
(Executive Director, Hubbard Brook 
Research Foundation), Tish Morris (Educa
tion Coordinator, New Mexico Natural 
History Museum), and Rachel Maurer 
(University of New Mexico Office of 
Public Affairs) . 

the importance of integrating 
outreach with research 
programs. 

L TER Outreach: Assessment 

A survey of current outreach activities at 
LTER sites, pulled from their Web sites, is 
assembled on the L TER Outreach Project 
Web site (http: //www.lternet.edu/network/ 
Outreach) . 

Target audiences include 
children (including under
represented minorities), 
NGOs and similar groups, 
policy makers, and other 
scientists. 
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of methods for reaching these al 
audiences reveals many 
possibilities, such as: 
• Single-event interactions 
(lectures and slide-shows 
presentations at schools, 
science fairs, museums and 
science centers; 
• Specific presentations 
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Distributing 
a video 

(no contact) 

Series of 
demonstrations 

or lectures 
to a small group 

One-on-one 
(e .g. 

mentoring) 

The next steps toward advancing the 
project are: 1) rallying a group of individu
als available for participation and consulta
tion, both at LTER sites and at partnership 
organizations; 2) identifying target audi
ences; 3) surveying resources currently 
available for the Outreach Project, through 
the input of the group; 4) matching the 
available resources to the goals of the 
project and the needs of the Sites; and 5) 
implementation . 

(How to do a science fair 
project, How to use the 

Measuring the impact of an activity is a difficult but 
important aspect of designing an outreach program. 

The general goals of the Outreach Project 
include encouraging future scientists, 
developing scientifically literate citizens 
who can make educated decisions, and 
promoting the importance of long-term 
ecological research. 

Specific goals include : 1) Increasing the 
profile of LTER science in an effort to 
sustain the L TER program, as many new 
initiatives are the direct result of recogni
tion beyond peer-reviewed publications; 2) 
developing awareness of the individual ' s 
role in a sustainable future ; 3) developing 
awareness of the process and true nature of 
science (funding, discovery, problem 
solving, etc.) ; and 4) developing an 
awareness among scientific communities of 

WWW for ecology research, Simple 
experiments to do at home, What' s wrong 
with this picture (explaining science faux 
pas in movies/media) , field trips, and 
judging a science fair; and 
• On-going interactions (mentoring, 
becoming a Science Advisor to museum or 
science center, partnering with teachers, 
NGOs, and projects such as EPA 's "Adopt 
a Watershed"). 

Many human resources already exist at 
or near LTER sites: Informal Science 
Educators , school teachers, and under
graduate students such as REUs. Institu
tions frequently have infrastructure for 
coordinating and publicizing activities, 
including university public affairs person
nel, and outreach people at local science 
centers and museums. 

Content is abundant; L TER core research 
topics and themes such as biodiversity, 

global change, 
disturbance, NPP 
and other subjects 
are perfect themes 
for organizing 
outreach projects . 

John Dennis and Donata Renfrow (right) have spent the past year creating 
a documentary-style film about L TER and IL TER, which will debut at the 
L TER All Scientists Meeting in Y2K. 

In addition to 
the brochures 
already produced, 
more and differ
ent materials will 
be needed to 
accomplish the 
Nenvork Out
reach Project 
goals . John 
Dennis Produc-
tions , an~ndepen-

dent contractor, was granted funding to 
produce videos by, for and about the U.S . 
and the International LTER Nenvorks. 
These videos are broad in scope, outlining 
details of L TER science, as well as themes, 
philosophies, and impressions of research
ers around the world. Producer/Director 
John Dennis acquired considerable footage 
tlu·ough multiple visits to L TER sites, as 
well as ILTER meetings . Dennis also has 
video taped several Schoolyard L TER sites 
in action in the U.S. and abroad. The 
audience is the general public and the film 
will debut at the Y2K L TER All Scientist's 
Meeting, August 2000, Snowbird, Utah. 

Used properly, video can add interest to 
presentations. The Nenvork Office will begin 
producing, storing, and indexing digital 
video libraries for use Network-wide, 
similarly to the way slides are used cur
rently. Increasing Internet bandwidth opens 
up possibilities for interactive websites , 
which can feature LTER field research as it 
happens. Other possibilities include 
informational and instructional videos and 
CD-ROMS for use in classrooms and 
presentations. 

Perhaps the most difficult portion of the 
Outreach Project is the most important: 
assessing success. While counting atten
dance at events and conducting surveys on 
Web sites are helpful, the most rewarding 
indicator of success is direct feedback from 
audiences-policy makers, parents , and 
children. The benefits of an outreach 
program are difficult to isolate, but any 
effort to spread knowledge and sustain the 
legacy of LTER science is valuable. • 
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Bringing L TER to 
Schoolyards 
Patricia Sprott, L TER Network Office 

In 1998 NSF granted small supplements 
to sites that expressed interest in develop
ing Schoolyard L TER programs. Many 
sites were able to fit the supplements into 
existing informal K-12 education efforts, 
while others began new programs from 
scratch. 

Simultaneously, the LTER Network 
formed a working group of Pis and 
interested individuals associated with 
LTER sites, who participated in the LTER 
Education Workshop in October 1998 (see 
falll998 issue of the Neflvork Newsletter). 

The workshop produced ideas, resources, 
and concrete information that sites used to 
begin their Schoolyard programs. 

Bruce Hayden, who will complete his 
two-year rotation as Director of the 
Division of Environmental Biology in the 
Directorate for Biological Sciences (BIO) 
at the National Science Foundation (NSF), 
established the Schoolyard LTER supple
ment funding and believes it will survive 
beyond his tenure. "The start up of the 
Schoolyard L TER program has earned 
good marks from both BIO and NSF," 
Hayden says. "Funds for the program are 
in the Ecological Studies Cluster education 
fund budget and are included in the draft 
budget for FY 2000 that I will give to my 
replacement for next year." 

The resources for recent Information 
Technology upgrades for LTER sites were 
directly benefited by the Schoolyard 
L TER component of the proposal for the 
funds. "The Schoolyard LTER activity is 
an important bridge between research and 
education and has broad support for the 
coming years ," Hayden says . 

Each site has a unique approach to 
utilizing the supplements. Some insert the 
new funding into existing programs, while 
others start from scratch, inventing new 
programs to involve K-12 students and 
teachers with their L TER sites . 

North Temperate Lakes LTER has 
formed a partnership with the Center for 
Biology Education (CBE) at the Univer
sity of Wisconsin. "We are working 
closely with the folies at CBE," says Tim 
Kratz, NTL Pl. "[They are] providing 
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educational leadership on this activity. So 
far the actual activities with the schools 
have involved both L TER researchers and 
CBE people." 

Robert Bohanan (outreach program 
manager, CBE) has taken the lead for the 
NTL Schooyard L TER program. NTL 
LTER PI's John Magnuson, Tim Kratz and 
Ann McLain worked together with 
Bohanan to develop a "winter limnology 
experience" at the Trout Lake Station and 
Lake Mendota L TER sites. Students from 
participating classes learned techniques for 
sampling biological, ecological, chemical, 
and studied physical attributes of lakes. 
"Nearly 1 00 students and seven teachers 
participated," Bohanan said. "Students 
from each site are now summarizing their 
data and results and will then share these 
via e-mail." Learn more about the CBE at: 
http: //www.wisc.edu/ 

At Bonanza Creek L TER, Dr. J olm 
'Jock' Irons, liason between LTER and 
Fairbanks teachers, and a research associate 
at the University of Alaska Fairbanks 
(UAF), and Dr. Elena Sparrow, Alaska 
Global Change Education Co-coordinator, 
UAF are managing the Schoolyard LTER 
supplement. 

"We motivate teachers to participate by 
offering them scientific support in their 
classrooms," Elena Sparrow says. "We 
train them in the Global Learning and 
Observations to Benefit the Environment 

(GLOBE) program," an established 
environmental science and education 
program designed to enhance student 
achievement, improve scientific under
standing of the earth, and increase environ
mental awareness and appreciation by 
involving scientists, teachers and their 
students in long-term, worldwide research 
projects. Another established program, 
Partners in Science (PIS), also lends 
support to beginning programs like the 
BNZ Schoolyard LTER. 

"We make ourselves available to help in 
the Classroom as guest presenters or by 
providing support as they train their 
students in scientific measurements ." 
Sparrow says that offering scientific 
instruments and materials needed for their 
participation in the project generates 
interest from teachers, as well. 

Motivating LTER scientists to participate 
can be more difficult. "We try to explain 
how getting involved with K-12 science 
education is rewarding, and how it is a 
good way of preparing future research 
scientists," Sparrow says. "We also remind 
them that it is a way of getting data that 
otherwise would not be available to them." 
More input from LTER Pis would contrib
ute a great deal to the effort, she says. 

Starting the Schoolyard LTER project 
with the supplemental funding has been a 
slow process, Sparrow says, but she finds 
her motivation in the participants. "The 
enthusiasm of teachers involved is 
contagious. We have a lot to learn from 
the K -12 teachers in our efforts to bring 
research into the classroom and to make it 
more meaningful to their students. " 
Valerie Wright, the part time environ

mental educator at Konza Prairie L TER, 
says the first $15K supplement provided 
seed money to begin a program to intro
duce teachers to LTER research prin
ciples. 
The new education program at Konza has 
field activities that allow direct contact 
between students and L TER researchers. 
"The kids were in awe of the researchers 
and graduate students because of their 
knowledge and experience with handling 
insects. They learned how to pick up a 
spider without being frightened and were 
amazed at how many different grasshop-

1 pers they could find . The butterfly 
collection even got a new genus not before 
collected on Konza! We knew it was 
probably here but didn ' t have a speci-

Junction City High School students inventory insects 
on Konza Prairie and prepare their own collections 
for Biology //.Photo Courtesy Valerie Wright. " men. 
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Valerie adds that the small supplement 
does not allow for any monetary 
incentives."The teacher we worked with 
spent a tremendous amount of time in
putting data and working out an analysis . I 
feel uncomfortable asking teachers , who 
are so busy anyway, to spend hours and 
hours on data sets. We really need to have 
everything set up for them by someone 
associated with the LTER program or we 

will burn out those interested and not get 
others to cooperate at all." 

Wright says the initial activity is exciting 
and has potential , but needs expansion . 

"We need someone to help set up data 
management and accessibility to data sets 
for teachers as well as help with interpreta
tion, and an assistant to the educator, so our 
efforts would not be so limited." 

L TER Proffers 
"Intellectual Infrastructure" 
to Local Schools 

Recently, LTER sites had the opportu
nity to submit proposals to enhance 
Internet connectivity to their Schoolyard 
LTER sites. Wherever possible, LTER Pis 
worked with area K-12 educators to 
identify necessary hardware and software, 
and to secure funding for connecting L TER 
sites and Schoolyard LTER Sites via the 
Internet. 

At Konza Prairie L TER, educators like to 
bring students onto the research site and 
involve them in the excitement. But they 
do understand that many opportunities 
exist for interacting with classrooms and 
educating students via the Internet. To 
facilitate these possibilities, researchers and 
educators at Konza designed "mobile 
Internet connectivity kits." The kits include 
notebook PCs, which are configured for 
use with an ethernet card, or a telephone-

modem if no direct Internet connection is 
available. These kits will be available for 
K-12 teachers to demonstrate the capabili
ties of the Internet to their students, and in 
particular, to connect them with the 
research at Konza Prairie. 

At Plum Island Sound L TER, based in 
Rowley Massachusetts, the com1ectivity 
supplement will allow students, teachers, 
community associations, and researchers to 

have access to 
near real-time 
data from 
monitoring 
stations 
throughout 
the watershed. 
The remote 

Students from 
Lakeside School 
in Seattle sample 
microinvertebrates 
at the Old Mill Site 
on the North Fork 
of Thornton 
Creek, with their 
teacher Barbara 
Schulz, who has 
participated in the 
Teachers 
experiencing 
Antartica (TEA) 

stations consist of a meteorological and 
atmospheric deposition station, three tidal 
multi-parameter water quality stations and 
five freshwater stream sampling stations . 
The meteorological station collects data on 
air temperature, precipitation, wind speed, 
wind direction, barometric pressure, 
relative humidity, photosynthetically active 
radiation and total solar radiation. The tidal 
water monitoring station collects data on 
temperature, salinity, oxygen, turbidity and 
water level. The stream monitoring station 
collects data on water level and discharge 
and can also collect water samples. 

With access to the monitoring stations, 
sh1dents can observe the relationship 
between precipitation and run-off events as 
measured in the streams, or the relationship 
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between freshwater discharge and salinity 
profiles in the eshwry, or tide heights as 
affected by storms or phases of the moon. 

The increased Internet connectivity will 
minimize the time lag between data 
collection from the remote monitoring 
stations and the classroom. Students and 
teachers will be able to discuss environ
mental data resulting from a storm event 
while the event is either actively occurring 
or at least while it is still fresh in their 
minds. 

The Jornada L TER (JRN), has estab
lished permanent plots on sites at two 
schools, including one upland and one 
arroyo bottom. Students are preparing site 
vegetation maps using aerial photos. An 
automated weather station has been 
installed at each site and linked directly to 
computers in the classrooms. The connec
tivity supplement will provide resources 
for linking a third Schoolyard LTER site to 
this network. 

primary production (NPP) and associated 
variables at each site. These parameters 
were selected because they can be easily 1) 
related to other ecosystem processes 
(conceptually, at least), 2) related to each 
other, 3) compared between the two sites, 
and 4) compared with data from other 
LTER sites on the web. 

Students will also participate in data 
analysis, interpretation and presentation. 
The students will work together on the 
project, allowing mentoring relationships 
to develop between the older and younger 
students. These relationships will be 
facilitated through a joint visit to the 
Jornada LTER site at the beginning of the 
academic year, through reciprocal site 

continued page eight, column three 
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The Schoolyard 
L TER Program Site 
Profile: Sevilleta 

The Sevilleta' s Schoolyard L TER 
Program is known locally as the 

"Bosque Ecosystem Monitoring Program" 
(BEMP). Dr. Clifford Crawford (Univer
sity ofNew Mexico professor emeritus) 
established BEMP in 1986 with a $50,000 
Informal Science Education grant from the 
National Science Foundation. Crawford 
now sustains BEMP with the Schoolyard 
LTER Supplements. 

The Program focuses on the Rio Grande 
riparian cottonwood forest, or bosque in 
Spanish, a corridor that bisects New 
Mexico (including the Sevilleta National 
Wildlife Refi.Jge) from Colorado to the 
Mexican border. 

"The bosque was a natural selection for 
BEMP," Crawford says. "It ' s so popular 
and important and it's very easy to get to 
for the classes." 

BEMP has four main educational goals: 
( 1) involve students and citizen volunteers 
of all ages in the coordinated monitoring of 
key processes and populations of the 
endangered Middle Rio Grande riparian 
forest ecosystem; (2) 
enable these participants to 
" learn by doing" about the 
natural history and 
ecology of the bosque near 
their communities; (3) use 
these students and volun
teers to convey to their 
communities an apprecia
tion of the scientific and 
social significance of 
long-term environmental 
research; and ( 4) give the 
students and informed 

data synchronously and 
according to a predeter
mined schedule, sampling 
a given set of variables on 
the same date at all four 
current BEMP sites. 

The sites are identical in 
layout and located between 
northern Albuquerque and 
the city of Belen, just north 
of the Sevilleta NWR. 

Site-specific abiotic data 
collected include soil and 
air temperature, precipita
tion and groundwater 
depth. Biotic data include 
litter production, plant 

Los Lunas High School participants measure growndwater depth 
at the Los Lunas Bosque Ecological Monitoring Project site. 
Photo courtesy Cliff Crawford. 

diversity and indicator arthropod activity. 
Years of restoration-related research on the 
bosque has demonstrated the value of such 
data types and the relative ease of collecting 
them in the field. Over the years, BEMP has 
contributed substantially to the database, 
which has been utilized in inter-agency 
projects concerning the fuh1re of the Middle 
Rio Grande Valley. 

In addition to Crawford, two coordinators 
and a data manager staff the Program. The 
coordinators are biologists and educators 
associated with Bosque Preparatory School 
in Albuquerque, which pays the release
time salary of one of them. UNM under
graduate students working as interns have 
recently become an essential part of the 

BEMP. 
The 1998 

Schoolyard supple
ment made it possible 
to award stipends to 
two of the most 
experienced interns. 

..., ... u .. .,. . .. Another intern has an 
Undergraduate 
Mentorship Experi
ence in Environmen
tal Biology stipend 
awarded through the 
Sevilleta L TER. 

Interns are responsible for supervising data 
sampling and for bringing sample material 
and field data records to UNM, where 
some additional sample treatment is 
performed by specially trained interns. 

The data manager then enters the data in 
a UNIX system operated by the Sevilleta 
L TER. Following data analysis, the data 
manager, in consultation with the di1·ector, 
will disseminate pertinent results to school 
classes, as well as government agencies 
that have managerial responsibility for the 
bosque and the Rio Grande; hence, the data 
from the Schoolyard L TER program 
actually is applied to real-world manage
ment issues. 

In addition to continuing the existing 
program, another goal for the current 
Supplement is to finish the development of 
the databases and the Web site, so that 
teachers, sh1dents, and the public can easily 
access the data sets as they develop. The 
BEMP data sets are currently being entered 
and archived on the Sevilleta LTER Web 
site, and should be completed during the 
coming year. • 

• • • 
L TER Adds to the Intellectual 
Infrastructure at Area Schools 

citizens an opportunity to Each BEMP intern continued from page seven 

become involved in the is assigned to work visits between schools, and through email 
management of a critical with site representa- contact coordinated by the Chihuahuan 
environmental resource. tives (usually Desert Nah1re Park (CDNP), a non-profit 

The Program involves secondary school informal science education facility associ-
mainly secondary school teachers) and indi- ated with JRN. 
teachers and their students, viduals (usually their Each class will post a biweekly progress 

who collect data relevant Cooperation with the Bosque Preparatory students) who collect report and data to a list-server. In the 
to the long-term manage- School in Albuquerque makes the Bosque the monitoring data fuhJre, this will be done using a web page. 
ment of bosque function- Ecological Monitoring Project possible. following a brief CDNP educators will contact or visit each 
in g. Participants collect Photo courtesy Cliff Crawford. period of training. school at least once per month and will 
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Human Dimensions 
of Ecosystem 
Analysis: Enriching 
the LTER 
Perspective 

understood without accounting 
for the strong, often dominant 
influence of humanity" 
(Vitousek, Mooney, 
Lubchenco, and Melillo 
1997:494). Furthermore, in a 
letter to the editor of Science 
only a few weeks ago, 20 
ecologists called for their 
colleagues to devote increased 
energy to understanding and 
better managing human 
influences over ecosystem 
function (Bazzaz et. a l. 1998). 

Four Domains of Environmental 

A Report from the L TER Committee for 
Socioeconomic Research 

T he socia l sciences have been incor
porated to some degree in several of 

the LTER sites, particularly those that have 
received funds to conduct regional studies 
and the new, urban sites. Unlike the 
biophysica l components of the LTER sites, 
however, there has been no structured or 
systematic approach to the social sciences 
within the entire LTER network to identify 
and address I) significant social or "inte
grated" sc ience questions and 2) cross-site 
shtdies. 

The semi-annualmeeting of the L TER 
network in Madison, Wisconsin in Octo
ber, 1998 focused on social science 
research from various L TER sites. During 
the presentations it became apparent that 
there were some common research themes. 
It was suggested that, similar to a core set 
of biophysical themes, the LTER network 
could identify a core set of social science 
themes. A group met after one of the 
sessions and discussed some ideas for how 
to organize and coordinate social sc ience 
efforts at the L TER sites and to develop a 
"white paper" describing a vision for 
comparable social science research in the 
L TER network. 
Definition of the Issue 

In a special section of a recent issue of 
the journal Science, several distinguished 
ecologists reached the conclusion that 
"most aspects of the struchtre and function
ing of Earth 's ecosystems cam1ot be 

Member programs of the LTER Net
work have long recognized that humans 
have had significant impacts on their study 
areas, but these have most often been 
treated as a form of external dishtrbance. 
Although adequate in some respects, this 
approach underestimates the pervasiveness 
of human influence. To truly understand 
human actions and influences upon 
ecosystems, it is essential to integrate the 
approaches deve loped in the social, 
behavioral, and economic sciences with 
those of the life and earth scientists already 
working at LTER sites. 
Status of L TER 

Primary among the goa ls of all LTER 
sites is to understand the long-term dynam
ics of ecosystems. The simplified model 
shown in Fig. I defines the intellectual 
arena within which L TER ecologists 
typically work. Although powerful in that 
it includes both natural and human-induced 
processes influencing long-term ecosystem 
dynamics , several important interactions 
and feedbacks are mi ss ing. Human activi
ti es that influence ecosystem dynamics are 
certainly driven by socioeconomic forces, 
but are also influenced by the 
biogeophysica l drivers and the ecosystem 
dynamics themselves (see Fig. 2). 

Without understanding these interactions, 

Standard LTER Programs 
our view of ecosystem dynam
ics both at the local and global 
level will be limited- as will 

Human 
Activities 

I--~> Ecosystem 
Dynamics 

t 
Biogeophysical 

Drivers 

Figure 2 

be our ability to apply these 
insights to public policy and 
land management. The Na
tional Science Foundation has 
demonstrated its recognition of 
this problem by establishing an 
agriculturally foc used LTER in 
1987 , providing socio-eco
nomic augmentations to two 
LTER sites in 1994, and 
awarding of two urban LTER's 

9 

Science 

in 1997. The early results of these experi
ments are promising and at the October 
L TER Coordinating Committee meeting a 
strong consensus was expressed on the 
value of increasing these efforts . 
Strategic Plan 

In order to effectively integrate socioeco
nomic perspectives into L TER research it 
is necessary to establish a framework for 
inquiry that will act as a starting point for 
each participating LTER to develop their 
own research agenda. The establishment of 
a standing committee on socioeconomic 
research is an appropriate first step, but 
what is needed now is a workshop includ
ing both LTER scientists and other distin
guished social scienti sts to propose the 
actual framework. 

At the Wisconsin meeting several of us 
put together an initial effort that could 
serve as a trial balloon for the workshop . 
We suggested that there are three funda
mental drivers of human elements in the 
ecosystem: 
• Creation and maintenance of institutions 
and organizations 
• Flows of information and knowledge 
• Incorporation of culturally based atti
tudes, va lues, and perceptions. 

These drivers represent processes that 
guide human activities and decisions. 
A lthough understanding the nature and 
interaction of these drivers must be the 
ultimate goal of most inquiries, the actual 
investigations will more often be oriented 
toward measuring the patterns of behavior 
these processes create. Defining the 
following core topics-each characterized 
by its activities, struchtre, and histori c 
trajectory- is key to an augmented, comp
rehensive approach to ecosystem analysis. 
• Land use and management 
• Designed environment 

continued page ten, column one 
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continued page nine, column one 

• Economic systems 
• Demographic patterns 
• Power hierarchies 
Collectively, these core topics serve as 
guidelines of inquiry analogous to the five 
biological core areas identified early in the 
LTER program's history. On the one hand, 
they reflect the processes driving the 
system and, on the other, they are a 
practical guide for field investigations. If 
the NSF accepts our recommendation to 
establish new core topic areas, such as the 
five suggested above, then it is essential 
that "minimal standard social science 
capacity" be established at each LTER site. 
This will take different forms at each type of 
LTER site, but it will also share certain 
parameters. 

Concomitant with the establishment of 
these standards should be an evaluation of 
the effectiveness of each LTER site for 
addressing specific issues as well as the 
possibility of a limited expansion to new 
sites. A key step in realizing this initiative 
would be to secure partners within the 
National Science Foundation, such as SBE, 
GEO, ENG, and EHR, to help in planning 
and undetwriting the new programs. 
Needed Resources 

Happily this process can begin with a 
very modest commitment of resources and 
can be evaluated at each step. It is recom
mended that funds be provided for: 
• A workshop organized by the LTER 
Network Office to bring together LTER 
scientists with other scholars interested in 
the integration of social sciences with 
ecosystem analysis 
• Expansion of the socioeconomic aug
mentation grants to more LTER sites 
• Underwriting minimal social science 
capacity at all LTER sites 
• Expand funding to meet special needs of 
urban sites 
• Consider possibility of new LTER sites 
Contacts: LTER Network Committee 011 Socioeco
nomic Research co-chairs Charles L. Red111a11 

(CAP) a11d J. !v!oJga11 Grove (BES). 

References: 
Bazzaz, F and 19 others. 1998. Ecological scie11ce 
and the human predicame11t. Science 282:879. 
Vitousek, P J\1!., H.A. Mooney, J Lubche11co, and 
J.M. Melillo 1997. Huma11 domi11atio11 ofEarth s 
Ecosystems. Science 2 77:494-499. • 
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Building Bridges
Ecological Research 
and Museum 
Communities 
Robert Waide, L TER Network Office 

The LTER Network Office is consider
ing the formation of a consortium with the 
National Center for Ecological Analysis 
and Synthesis (NCEAS), the San Diego 
Supercomputer Center (SDSC), and the 
Natural History Museum and Biodiversity 
Research Center at the University of 
Kansas (KU) (see the article on the CC 
meeting, page three). 

The purpose of this consortium would 
be to promote the integration and synthe
sis of ecological, evolutionary, and 
systematics data through advances in 
bioinformatics. Specific goals of the 
consortium include a broader understand
ing of biological patterns and processes, 
closer partnerships among the disciplines 
involved, an increased appreciation for the 
value of biological data, and an enhanced 
capacity to provide information for wise 
stewardship of the enviromnent. The 
members contribute experience in ecology, 
systematics, evolutionaty biology, network
ing, information management, concept
uali zation, and technology development. An 
article describing the consortium will 
appear in a future issue of Nature . 

need to be addressed now. 
The most active partnership at present 
comprises the LTER Network, NCEAS, 
and SDSC, who are preparing a coopera
tive proposal to the Iilli competition at the 
National Science Foundation. OBFS 
member stations also play a key role in this 
proposal as a test bed for the technology 
and a source of data . The KDI proposal is 
designed to provide mechanisms to 
increase accessibility to data from ecology 
and related disciplines. It complements in 
many ways a successful Iilli proposal 
from· the University of Kansas , which 
seeks to integrate access to information 
from museum collections. 

Cooperation between the KU-Knowl
edge and Distributed Intelligence (KDI) 
project and the proposed NCEAS/LTER/ 
SDSC-Iilll project is a first step towards 
integrating access to ecological and 
collections data. A consortium involving 
LTER sites, fi eld stations, NGOs, govern
ment agencies, and museum collections can 
complement the KDI efforts by coordinat
ing and standardizing data collection, 
description, and storage. The LTER 
Information Managers can certainly play a 
leadership role in this effort. • 

• • • • 
New Publications 

continued from page two 

Two new publications contribute to 
.------------,ambitious restora-

11 .\ , . 1 II H. l· ' o :->'1' 1: H 

The ecological community in the United THOREAU'S 
States is represented in whole or part by a COUNTRy 

tion ecology efforts 
in Massachusetts. 

variety of institutions and organizations. Thoreau's Count1y 
Jn• '" ' 1 '"""' '·" • t ~ ''""" '"" I ' '"'' ·~• 

The LTER Network has many opportuni- . i (Henry Holt, 1999) 
ties to interact with organizations as by David Foster 
diverse as the Organization of Biological (HFR) relates the 
Field Stations (OBFS), NCEAS, SDSC, importance of 
The Nature Conservancy (TNC), and long-term perspec-
various museums of natural history. There tives in ecology to 
also exists strong potential for partner- a general reader-
ships between LTER and other stewards ship, using ex-
of the Nation's ecological data and natural L------~--~ cerpts from the 
history collections . pastorali s t's own joumal to recon-

Natural history museums serve as struct landscapes from New England's 
repositories for information relevant to the agriculhtral apex. Historical Influences on 
description of long-term changes in the the Landscape of Martha's Vineyard 
biota. OBFS, TNC, and many federal and (President and Fellows of Harvard Col-
state agencies share similar responsibili- lege, 1999) by Foster and Glenn Motzkin, 
ties for the acquisition, management, and describes a plan to conserve the island ' s 
dissemination of ecological information. historic sandplain ecosystem by clearing or 
Future funding initiatives will emphasize introducing a burn regime to the conifer-
the development of consortia among these ous forest established there earlier this 
kinds of instihttions, so the challenges century. Please see pages 22-23 for an 
inherent in developing these consortia extensive list of recent L TER publications . 
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Technology and 
L TER: A New Era 
John Vande Castle, L TER Network Office 

With the new millennium, L TER faces 
new technological challenges-in identify
ing and developing appropriate teclmolo
gies and in putting them to use. A newly 
formed LTER Technology Committee met 
recently to begi n addressing these chal
lenges. 

The Committee discussed requirements 
for establishing a network of ecological 
observatories, as well as new issues 
surrounding information technology. The 

Committee also discussed potential 
funding opportunities, especially in regard 

to advanced computing, acquiring and 
processing new remote sensing data , and 
new methods for acquiring LTER site 
measurements. 

It became immediately apparent that 
cooperation with the LTER Committees 
for Information Management and Climate, 

as well as the L TER Coordinating Com
mittees is necessary because of overlaps in 
goals and requirements within each of 
these committees . While the Technology 
Committee concluded that work toward 
recommendations for the LTER Network 
depends on this cooperation, results of 
preliminary discussion are listed below. 
The Committee plans to meet again in 
early 2000 to formulate a more complete 
list of recommendations for LTER techno
logical development. 

The following is a summary of recom
mendations for computer technology, 
remote sensing data and LTER site field 
and laboratory measurements. 
Computer Technology 

The Technology Committee recom
mended that the original definition of the 

LTER site Minimum Standard Installation 
should be viewed in light of the 
rapid pace of technological change. The 
"server" component should be . 

considered within the context of current, 
500mhz multiple processors, and 
online archival storage in the range of I 
terabyte to encourage online data 
storage including video, GIS and remote 

sensing imagery. Software components 
should include current database technolo
gies for data search and retrieval. 

Geographic Information System and 
related components should include remote 

sensing tools for advance image processing 
related to high spatial (lm) and 

high spectral 
resolution (>200 
waveband) data as 
well as advance 
visualization and 
modeling tools. 
Video conf
erencing, and 
general data 
communication 
technologies 
(whiteboard and 
presentation 
software) should be 
more widely used 
across the L TER 
Network for 
conferencing and 
remote meeting 
access. Network 
connections at field 
sites and home 

Technology Committee members enjoy the San Diego sunset during a 
break at the March 1999 Meeting. Attendees include: John Vande Castle, 
Karen Baker, Paul Hanson, Hap Garritt, Michael Lefsky, Jim Laundre, 
Russel Watkins, John Anderson, Jay Zieman, Gregg MacKeigan, John 
Thomlinson, Stuart Gage, Dave Verbyla, Bob Waide, Ken Ramsey, Greg 
Asner, Chris Wasser, Sam Walker, Brian Kloeppel, John Blair, Emery 
Boose, Tony Fountain. Photo courtesy John Vande Castle. 

instih1tions should include uses where 
applicable, of wireless technology, Tl and 
very high performance Backbone Network 

Service (vBNS) Internet connections. L TER 
should also make better use of high perfor

mance computer installations 
through collaborations like those developing 
between L TER and the San Diego 
Supercomputer center for large-scale data 
storage, modeling and visualization. 
Remote Sensing Data 

The primary recommendation related to 

L TER remote sensing technology was to 
take advantage of the vast array of remote 
sensing technology related to the NASA/ 
EOS "TERRA"-platformlaunch and other 
remote sensing data sources. With the 
successful launch of Landsat 7 on 15 April 
1999 and its relatively inexpensive data, the 

L TER Network should coordinate efforts 
with NASA to fulfill recommendations of 

previous committees for Landsat data 
acquisition of all L TER sites on at least an 
annual basis . 
L TER Site and Field Measurements 

The committee recommended that the 
L TER Network should apply tools for the 
automation of site measurements wherever 
possible. The committee thought L TER 
should make more use of portable computer 
technology for field notes, real-time data 
communications and datalogging systems 
with automated data transmission packages 
using spread-spectrum wireless, cellular 
digital packet data (CDPD) data or other 
technologies for communication and 
transmission of data. Automated measure-

11 

ments should make use of robotic packages 
for observations beyond conventional 
systems, including small sca le tunneling 
systems, night observation video, and 
small scale aerial observation systems. The 

L TER Network should make better use of 
miniaturized technology such as micro
sensor systems- so called " laboratories on a 
chip" for both field and laboratmy measure
ments. 

Field measurements could include 
automated camera systems and small
package GPS systems for animal observa
tion and tracking. Standardized genetic 
mapping tools for species identification, 
with long-term sample preservation and 
storage, should be implemented across the 
LTER Network. 

For applications related to an ecological 

observatory network, science platform 
tower installations should be installed as an 

augmentation of the more conventional 
L TER meteorological site installations. 
Such installations could include use of 
automated observations systems including 
both video and audio technologies for 
recording site characteristics, monitor plot 
growth studies, and to record insect and 
animal species characteristics. Standard 
"WebCam" technologies should also be 
applied to L TER site observations and 
experiments. 

A complete report fi'om the Technology 
Committee Meeti11g is available through the 
Technology sectio11 of the main LTER web 
page at http://www. ltemet.edu. • 
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North Temperate 
Lakes LTER 
A Study of Invasions 
Edited by John Magnuson and Tim Kratz 

The NTL-L TER - An Overview 

A lake has been studied traditionally as 
an entity, the microcosm of Stephen 

Forbes, or as a dynamic ecosystem 
interacting with its drainage basin. Scien
tific and practical questions have been 
directed more to the status of a lake than to 
its dynamics , and to a lake, rather than to 
suites of lakes in the landscape. The long 
temporal and the broad spatial scales 
inherent in the view of L TER research 
allow development of new insights that 
emich our knowledge of status and 
dynamics of multiple-lake ecosystems. 

With an L TER site, we now can ask 
questions such as "How can we predict 
how lakes will change over time and 
which lakes will change in the same way?" 
or "How can we determine whether the 
changes are unique to a given lake or part 
of a regional response?" Our ability to 
address such questions is favored by the 
Island nature of lakes and the ease with 
which they can be viewed as ecosystems. 

Our sites consist of seven lakes in a 

surroundings at 
a nested set of 
spatial and 
temporal scales. 
In course of this 
study, we 
consider five 
spatial scales : 
individual 

Madison Lakes Region 

VV stream 
- lake N 

lakes, multiple 
neighboring 
lakes, entire 
lake districts, 
the Upper Great 
Lakes region, 
and North 
Temperate 
Lakes globally. 
Temporally, we 

r=J watershed 
0 10 20 
l""""'ww--...ol k m + 
North Temperate Lakes L TER Study Sites 

consider scales of within-year, among
years, decades , and centuries . We use 
multiple approaches , including long-term 
observations, comparative studies, experi
mental manipulations, and process model
ing. Our research group includes ecolo
gists , geologists , chemists, demographers, 
sociologists , climatologists, and remote 
sensing and data management specialists. 

land use, dispersal of exotics, or the 
complex dynamics of regional and global 
climate. The internal dynamics of lake 
ecosystems are responsive to these external 
drivers . These studies have direct relevance 
to development of policies affecting the 
future status and dynamics of lake ecosys
tems in agricultural , forested , and urban 
landscapes. 

In this article, we will discuss one aspect 
of these studies related to biodiversity: 
species invasions and extinctions, and the 
island nature of lakes. These dynamics and 
their regional implications rise from the 
nahire of an L TER research platform. Our 
Principal Investigators are our key re
searchers in this project, as well as visiting 

forested catchment of the 
Northern Highland Lake 
District in Northern Wiscon-

The North Temperate Lakes Long-Term 
Ecological Research program seeks to 
understand the long-term ecology of lakes 
and their interactions with a range of 
relevant landscape, atmospheric, and 
human processes. We find that many of 
the drivers of lake ecosystems come from 
these external forces such as changes in 

1------------------------~ scientists attracted to the LTER 
site, and especially the graduate 
sh1dents who pioneered the use 
of long-term data for their 
theses research. Much of the 
information in this article is 
taken from the thesis research 
of Tom Hrabik, Ann McLain 
and Karen Wilson and sh1di e~ 
by Tim Kratz, David Lodge, 
John Magnuson, and many 
others. 

sin and four lakes in agricul
tural and urban catchments of 
south-central Wisconsin. The 
L TER Program is operated by 
the Center for Limnology in 
the College of Letters and 
Science at the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison. The 
Center operates two field 
stations that enable the LTER 
Program and other aquatic 
research; these are the Trout 
Lake Station in the midst of 
the northern lakes and the 
Lake Mendota Laboratory in 
the midst of the southern 
lakes. 

At NTL-L TER we examine 
the patterns, processes, and 
interactions of lakes and their 

North Temperate Lakes L TER Goals 

Perceiv~ long-term changes in the physical, chemi
cal, and biological properties of lake ecosystems. 

Un~erst~nd interactions among physical, chemical, 
and b1olog1cal processes within lakes and their influ
ences on lake characteristics and long-term dynamics. 

Develop a regional understanding of lake ecosys
tems through an analysis of the patterns and pro
cesse~ organizing lake districts through analysis and 
modeling of atmospheric, hydrologic, and biotic pro
cesses. 

Unders~and the way human, hydrologic, and bio
geochemical processes interact within the terrestrial 
!andscape to affect lakes and the way lakes, in turn, 
Influence these interactions. 
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Published papers by these 
and other researchers that will 
help complete this story can be 
located through the North 
Temperate lakes LTER web 
page (http:// limnosun. 
limnology.wisc .edu/). 

l 



Invasions, extinctions, and 
alteration in lake ecosystem 
structure and function 

T he NTL-LTER study lakes are 
changing. Sparkling Lake looks 

pristine, nestled in mixed Great Lakes 
forest of the northern highlands of Wiscon
sin. Yet, the underlying ecology of the lake 
is in flux, signaled by the local extinction 
of the cisco, a native coldwater fish . In 
adjacent Trout Lake diverse beds of aquatic 
vegetation have disappeared, and changes 
are occurring in the bottom-living inverte
brate and fish communities . Crystal Lake, a 

understand, generalize, and publicize the 
events that were about to happen . In Trout 
Lake this learning was enhanced by our 
design of a long-term experiment to track 
the dispersal of the rusty crayfish around 
the lake and observe the changes in the 
structure and function of the lake ecosys
tem. In none of these lakes were introduc
tions made as a part of the designed 
research. Instead the research took advan
tage of natural experiments, driven by 
human action in the region. A key feature 
of this human action is the proclivity of 
humans intentionally or accidentally to 
move organisms from one lake to 
another. Two of the lakes, for example, are 

Figure 1. Above, Rainbow Smelt. The large fish is about 15 em in length. Photo 
by J. Magnuson. Right, Rusty Crayfish inn Trout Lake. Spread between claws 
is about seven em. Photo by K. Wilson. 

few kilometers avvay, is experiencing a 
population decline of yellow perch, a 
native coolwater fish; abundance is low 
enough that their extinction appears 
imminent. In none of these cases is the 
cause acid rain, or overfishing, or change 
in landuse. Rather, the recent dynamics of 
these three lakes are driven by the invasion 
of exotic species, the rainbow smelt in 
Sparking and Crystal Lakes and the rusty 
crayfish in Trout Lake. 

When the North Temperate LTER 
research began in 1981 , smelt were not 
found in Crystal and Sparkling Lakes, nor 
had the rusty crayfish filled the shallow 
waters of Trout Lake. Yet, the L TER 
program was, in a sense, a preadapted 
research platform designed to detect, 

seepage lakes with no surface water 
inlets or outlets and in the other, 
the rusty crayfish was first ob
served at our sampling stations near 
a popular boat landing for recre
ational anglers. 

Fundamental ecological ques
tions and human issues are embod
ied in these studies of biodiversity 
change. These include the role of 
disturbance, ecosystem transformation, the 
resistance and resilience of ecosystems to 
disturbance, the recovery or restoration of 
ecosystem structure and function , dispersal 
and island biogeographic processes, human 
values of native versus exotic organisms, 
and policy and management appropriate for 
local and regional biodiversity issues. 
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Knowledge of the effects of these exotic 
species on lake ecosystems and the mecha
nisms by which they cause the transforma
tion of communities and extinctions of 
species comes from our studies . Under
standing of this system constitutes impor
tant new knowledge, but on a relative 
basis, too much attention is given to these 
issues and not enough to the mechanisms 
for regional dispersal. How many times 
have we seen a documentation of a destruc
tive invasion? Many times! How often 
have we seen the mechanism that caused 
the change analyzed, modeled, or exposed? 
Far less often! How many times have we 
seen serious analysis of the dispersal 
mechanisms and a consideration of how 
interlake dispersal can be reduced? Almost 
never! 

First of all , the changes we have ob
served are dramatic . 

In Sparking Lake after the rainbow smelt 
invaded, the cisco no longer successfully 
reproduced. Each year the youngest cisco 
in the lake was one year older, until in 
1998 only one extremely large adult cisco 
was caught in our sampling. At one time, 
this species had been a very abundant in 
the open waters. The cisco produced viable 
eggs after the smelt arrived and they were 
in good condition and grew well. The eggs 
hatched, but virtually none of the young
of-year cisco survived through their first 
summer of life. 

In Crystal Lake after the rainbow smelt 
arrived, the yellow perch declined in 

abundance and in body condition - an 
index of a fish's growth rate. The young
of-year grew slowly compared to the years 
before smelt and decreasing numbers 
survived their first summer. In recent years 
no young of year were caught in late 
summer and the adult population is 

continued next page 
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North Temperate Lakes L TER 
A Study of Invasions 
continued from page 13 

composed of only a few large adults. Smelt 
are super abundant in the open waters as 
adults and in the inshore waters as larvae . 

In Trout Lake, the rusty 
crayfish has 
slowly 
dispersed 
around the 
shoreline and is now 
found around the entire lake. As 
they dispersed, most rooted aquatic plants 
sequentially disappeared, two other related 
species of crayfish declined in abundance, 
and other changes in bottom living inverte
brates and some fishes 
occurred. 

Secondly, the mecha
nisms of change are 
determined. 

In Sparkling Lake, 
smelt preyed on young
of-year cisco as the 
larval cisco moved from 
their hatching sites 
along the shoreline, as 
the surface waters 
warmed, to the deep 
cold waters. Predation 
was so intense as the 
numbers of smelt 
increased that virtually 
none of the cisco 
survived their first 
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nism is food competition between smelt 
and perch. 

In Trout Lake, the invading rusty 
crayfish became super abundant. They are 
omnivores that can eliminate their pre
ferred food while they maintain their large 
population on alternate prey. First to go 

were the most vulnerable of the 

plants , followed by some of the more 
vulnerable bottom-living invertebrates, and 
fish eggs which they also eat. The reason 
for the decline of the two other related 

100 

lakes in the Bear River Watershed near the 
Trout Lake Station suggests that only some 
of the lakes have a suitable habitat for 
smelt. 0 some of those suitable lakes 

connected by surface waters 
allowing smelt to migrate 
directly from adjacent lakes . 
Given observed rates of 
dispersal, the model simula
tions suggest that if their only 
way of invading was through 

connecting streams, only 25 percent of the 
inhabitable lakes would be invaded by 
smelt even after 1000 years. But smelt are 

With current rate 

appearing in lakes 
without stream 
connections. If the 
observed rate of 
invasion into 
isolated lakes (via 
human transport) 
is included in the 
model, then 50% 

of introduction by humans 
50 

With no introduction 
by humans 

- --- - - - -- -- -- ------ - ---

0 
0 500 1000 

Years 

of the lakes are 
projected to be 
invaded after only 
200 years, 75% 
after 300 years 
and almost all 
after 1000 years. 
Crayfish also 
move through the 
streams, but their 

summer. So the mecha
nism is predation by 
smelt on the young-of
year cisco. 

In Crystal Lake, the 
invading smelt and the 

Figure 2. Simulated percent of lakes invaded by rainbow smelt in the Bear River watershed 
with dispersal only through connecting streams and with dispersal through connecting streams 
and the present rate of human introduction. Modified from Figure 4 in Hrabik, T. R. and J. J. 
Magnuson (in press) Simulated dispersal of exotic rainbow smelt in a northern Wisconsin lake 
district and implications for management. Canadian Journal of Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences. 

distribution again 
indicates that 
human transport is 
a common means 
of dispersal as 

native yellow perch had extensive overlap 
in what they ate and where they lived. This 
overlap occurred not only for the adults in 
open water, but for the young-of-year in 
inshore areas . Crystal Lake is 
oligotrophic •••• 
and 
little 

occurs in the upper waters. As the smelt 
became super abundant, competition for 
limited food resources caused the greatly 
reduced growth of larval and adult perch 
and the lack of survival of young perch 
through their first summer. So the mecha
The Network Newsletter Vol 12 No 1 Spring 1999 

crayfish is complex, but seems to include 
genetic swamping and competition. The 
rusty crayfish is the largest species of the 
three crayfishes and has first access to food 

and mates and 
will mate with 
the other 
species . 
Because it is 

larger it is also less vulnerable to preda
tion losses from fish. So the mechanisms 
include herbivory, predation, competition, 
and reproductive interference. 

Thirdly, the process of regional dispersal 
is considered. 

A telling model of smelt dispersal among 
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they appear in 
lakes distant from those with existing 
populations. 

The lesson here is that the many lakes 
scattered across the Northern Highlands of 
Wisconsin will have major changes to their 
structure and function from the invasion of 
species like the rainbow smelt and the rusty 
crayfish. Once in the region, connecting 
streams are transportation corridors. 
However, many of the lakes are not acces
sible by surface streams, and many of these 
lakes could serve as biodiversity reserves 
protected from the dispersing invaders . But 
this will happen only if the primary vector 
of introduction and dispersal- Homo 
sapiens- stops moving the critters from 
lake to lake. • 



INFOM 
ANAGEA1ENT 

L TER and SDSC 
Find Liaison, 
Partners for 
Modeling Projects 

Tony Fountain and Lixin (pronounced 
'Lee-shin') Lu have recently joined 

the ranks -remotely- of the LTER 
Network Office. Tony is a staff scientist at 
the San Diego Super Computer Center 
(SDSC) and a liaison between SDSC and 
the Long Term Ecological Research 
Network. Lixin is helping LTER to 
implement climate models, using the 
SDSC. Both are on a one-year assignment. 

The mission of SDSC is to provide 
world leadership in advancing knowledge 
through the development and application 
of advanced computing technologies. In 
operation since 1985 , SDSC is a campus 
research unit ofUCSD and the foundation 
for activities of the National Partnership 
for Advanced Computational Infrastruc
ture (NP ACI) . 

The Partnership, funded by a five-year, 
$170 million grant from the National 
Science Foundation, teams 37 leading 
institutions in high-performance comput
ing to create and deploy a leading-edge, 
ubiquitous, pervasive, and continuous 
computational infrastructure to support 
disciplinary and interdisciplinary research 
by the national research community. 

Tony Fountain's research interests are 
in the development and dissemination of 
methods and tools for exploiting high
performance computing resources (com
puters, software, storage devices, and 
networks) for earth scientists . "High
performance computing enables scientists 
to address questions that are difficult or 
impossible to study by other means," says 
Tony. 

"The complexity and scale of earth 
system processes make them ideal candi
dates for focusing computer science 
research and development, Tony says ." 

Concentrating on parallel computing 
and super computing, Tony is particularly 
interested in large-scale earth system 
simulations, and data management and 
analysis . 

"Especially data mining, machine 

learning, and computer-intensive statistical 
methods," Tony says. "In general, I am 
interested in the application of methods 
from artificial intelligence to problems in 
earth systems science." Other interests 
include data visualization, graphical 
representations and animations of scien
tific data, and the use of visual depictions 
to understand and explain scientific 
phenomena and scientific models . 

Tony's immediate goals include the 
creation of an experimental testbed to 
facilitate the experiments outlined at the 
1998 Biological Scale Process Modeling 
Workshop . "This testbed will feature an 
on-line archive of models and data, which 
will be connected to the NPACI 
supercomputing platforms and the mass 
storage systems at SDSC, and accessible to 
LTER researchers." (For more about 
NPACJ, visit the website: http://www. 
npaci. edul) 

A second project is the development of 
analysis and visualization tools and 
techniques for processing L TER data and 
model output. These tools will employ 
commercial packages such as IBM's Data 
Explorer and SGI ' s MineSet. Particular 
applications include fly-through 
animations of selected L TER sites in cor-

Tony Fountain earned his Ph.D. in 
computer science from Oregon State Uni
versity. His dissertation covered machine 
learning, probabilistic reasoning, and sta
tistical decision theory, and his graduate 
advisor was Tom Dietterich . 
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porating digital elevation maps, aerial 
photography, and various land-cover data 
layers. 

As with other visualization techniques , 
fly-through animations provide perspective 
and insight to data. "For large data sets, a 
single image is either too large or too 
coarse for convenient analysis," Fountain 
says . "Fly-through animation provides 
visualization at scales that are appropriate 
for the analysis tasks-far away for general 
characteristics, close in for details ." Fly
through animations are also useful for 
education and outreach. "They convey a lot 
of information about a site in a manner that 
is interesting and enjoyable. " 

A second set of tools and techniques will 
involve the application of analytic data 
mining techniques to LTER data. Data 
mining is the process of extracting useful 
information from large databases. The goal 
is to discover useful patterns that can aid 
understanding and assist problem solving. 
Data mining includes techniques from 
statistics (e.g ., regression, clustering) and 
machine learning (e.g., rule induction, 
neural networks). 

A third project involves enhancing 
collaborative research between SDSC and 
LTER by developing high-speed network 

Tony spent three years as a faculty re
search assistant in ecological modeling and 
computer simulation, working with Dr. Ron 
Neilson in the Forest Sciences Department 
at Oregon State University. 

As a graduate research assistant, Tony 
worked on artificial intelligence and par
allel computing under Dr. Bruce 
D'Ambrosio in the Computer Science 
Department at Oregon State University. 
Other career highlights include three 
years as a knowledge engineer in 
applied artificial intelligence at Lockheed 
Corporation, and three years as a 
systems analyst in the USAF. Tony is 
now a staff scientist at the San Diego 
Supercomputer Center, and liaison to 
the Long Term Ecolog ical Research 
Network. 
Current information about these and 

other SDSCILTER projects is 
available at http://www.sdsc.edu/sdsc
lter. 

Tony Fountain strongly encourages 
anyone to contact him about 
supercomputing, the SDSC, or the 
SDSC-LTER collaboration . Tony can 
be reached at fountain @ SDSC.EDU, 
or by phone: (619) 534-8374. • 
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connections between SDSC and selected 
L TER sites. Initial explorations will focus on 
c01mecting SDSC to Colorado State Univer
sity and to Michigan State University. 

A fourth project is to learn more about 
the mission and activities of the L TER 
Network, to meet more of the L TER 
members, and to identify significant 
computing issues within the LTER com
munity. "We plan to create an archive of 
models, data, and tools for use by the 
LTER researchers. This ·will lay the 
groundwork for future project proposals to 
strengthen the collaborative relationship 
between the SDSC and the LTER Net
work," Fountain says. 

Lixin Lu received her Ph.D. in atmo
spheric science at Colorado State 

University in May 1999. Her dissertation 
entitled "The Implementation of a Two
way Interactive Atmospheric and Ecologi
cal Model and its Application to the Central 
United States" won the American Geo
physical Union outstanding student paper 
award fall 1998. 

As part of her research, Lixin developed 
a coupled RAMS/CENTURY modeling 
system to study regional-scale two-way 
interactions between the atmosphere and 
biosphere. Lixin found that seasonal and 
inter-annual vegetation phenology strongly 
influences regional climate patterns through 

Lixin's expertise in climate and ecosystem 
modeling will help facilitate the interactions 
between numerical modeling and field ob
servation in the the L TER Network, enhanc
ing understanding of the interactions be
tween the earth and the atmosphere. 

"To move those ecosystem models 

its control over land-surface 
water and energy exchange. 
She also concluded that a 
regional climate model is 
highly constrained by its 
prescribed lateral boundary 
conditions. To make a 
regional model two-way 
interactive with a general 
circulation model might be 
solve this problem. 

Lixin received her B.E. in 
environmental engineering 
from Tsinghua University in 1990, and an 
M.Sc. in atmospheric physics from Peking 
University in 1993 . 

Lixin's research interests include 
interactive atmosphere and vegetation 
modeling, land-atmosphere interactions, 
mesoscale modeling, numerical weather 
forecast, ecosystem dynamics and model
ing, global and regional climate change, 
seasonal and interannual climate predic
tions, and air pollution meteorology. 

During her post-doc with the Network 
Office, Lixin will implement her coupled 
model on the system at SDSC. With the 
enhanced computational capability, Lixin 
will be able to investigate atmosphere and 
vegetation feedback for longer time scales 
thmugh multi-year simulation and resolve 
meso-scale circulation by running her 
model at higher resolutions. • 

(maize model, etc.) and hydrological mod
els (splash, etc.) to the Supercomputer, 
and to make them accessible to various 
research communities can be a highly re
warding project for the L TER Network Of
fice and a crucial step for model integra
tion efforts to the scientific community as 

a whole," Lixin says. "I 
am excited about the 
possibility of being part 
of it. At the same time, 
I am confident that to 
run the coupled model 
at high resolution over 
a long term on a super 
computer will help fur
ther investigate the two
way feedbacks be
tween the atmosphere 
and biosphere, and also 
it can be a very good pi
lot project to demon
strate the importance of 
cooperations between 
different research 
groups." • 
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Infrastructure 

L TER and NBII: 
Developing 
Interactions 
James Brunt, L TER Network Office 

The National Biological Information 
Infrastructure (NBII) is a USGS-led 
initiative tasked with developing an 
electronic gateway to biological data and 
information. 

The NBII home page (http:// 
www.nbii.gov) is the point of access to a 
growing list of guides, directories, and 
inventories of biological data and infonna
tion aimed at agencies, scientists, educa
tors, students, and more. The data come 
from within BRD and from many other 
government and non-government agencies 
and organizations. 

NBII also runs a data clearinghouse that 
uses metadata to go beyond pointing users 
to data . The NBII's ultimate goal is "that 
users will be able to browse for, identify, 
retrieve, integrate, and manipulate data 
from sources around the globe". One major 
milestone in implementing the NBII's goal 
is the development of an accepted set of 
metadata standards. BRD, via the Biologi
cal Data Working Group (BDWG), is 
developing a metadata standard for docu
menting biological data and information 
that is compatible with the Federal Geo
graphic Data Committee (FGDC) metadata 
standard for geospatial data. The BDWG 
has representation from agencies and 
academic organizations around the country 
that have a stake in developing metadata 
standards. 

The group is mandated to provide very 
broad seamless discovery and access to 
biological data and there is a recognition 
that a large amount of biological data exist 
outside the agency's administrative grasp. 
Thus, there is a strong desire to partner 
with academic research groups such as 
LTER- LTER being a major producer of 



on-line ecological data and an early leader 
in developing ecological metadata stan
dards. 

The LTER Associate Director for 
Information Management recently attended 
a meeting at the USGS Center for Biologi
cal Informatics (CBI) in Denver with some 
of the NBII staff to outline some of the 
mutually beneficial results to be had from 
an interaction between L TER and BRD/ 
NBII. During the meeting, four areas of 
possible collaboration and cooperation 
were discussed : 
Ecological Metadata Development 
• NBII is leading the BDWG that is 
developing FGDC compatible biological 
metadata standards 
• Both LTER and NBII are working on 
methods of making disparate metadata 
interoperable 
Education, Outreach, and Training 
• NBII metadata training efforts 
• L TER data management training 
efforts 
Regional Collabot·ation Possibilities 
• NBII is taking the approach of develop
ing regional nodes to support their data 
clearinghouse function 
• Would fit with the LTER model of 
regional data centers 
National Collaboration Possibilities 
• Partner and cooperate in critical and 
applicable areas 
• Leverage existing limited funding 
• Reduce reinvention 
• Share technical information 
• NBII participation in the nascent bio
informatics consortium 
• Individuals within NBII can serve as PI's 
on collaborative grant proposals 

As a result of this discussion two initial 
action items were identified: I. LTER will 
have representation on the BDWG. John 
Porter (VCR) will be the unofficial repre
sentative until the Information Management 
committee can appoint one. 2. NBII will 
have an opportunity to interact directly 
with LTER information managers . 

Anne Frondorf, National Program 
Manager for NBII, will attend the L TER 
Data Management Committee Meeting in 
August, 1999 and present information 
about the NBII effort to the broader data 
management group . At this meeting a sub
group will work with Anne to try and 
develop the details of some of the broader 
participation in the areas outlined above. • 

L TER Information 
Manager- Network 
Office Exchanges 
Karen Baker, Palmer L TER and James 
Brunt, L TER Network Office 

The LTER Network Office and the 
National Partnership for Advanced Compu
tational Infrastructure (NPACI) have 
developed a mechanism to support short
term fellowships for Information Managers 
from LTER Sites to work at the Network 
Office. Direct involvement in Network
level activities, improving connectivity and 
communication, and making high-perfor
mance computing environments more 
generally available are the goals of the 
fellowships. 

Participating individuals will work on 
projects that will accelerate the accessibility 
ofLTER Network data for modeling and 
synthesis activities. Two pilot projects 
targeted for this activity include ClimDB 
and SiteDB, which are prototype modules 
of the Network Information System (NIS). 
The exchange is to permit data managers to 
work on projects together with the network 
office. ClimDB and SiteDB were two 
ongoing projects in immediate need of 
coordination with the Network Office so 
these projects will be the first to benefit 
from the exchange. 

Access to climate data is critical to many 
cross-site and modeling studies in the 
LTER Network. The North Temperate 
Lakes LTER has served as the test develop
ment site for the ClimDB prototype 
through the efforts of Barbara Benson, 
NTL data manager, and Robin Stubbs, 
NTL prograni.mer. As a part of the fellow-

ship program, Robin moved the ClimDB 
prototype from the ORACLE database at 
NTL to the Microsoft SQLserver at the 
Network Office in February of 1999. 

Descriptive information about the sites is 
another critical component of any multi
site modeling or synthesis effort. Karen 
Baker, the Palmer L TER data manager, and 
Darrell Blodgett, the Bonanza Creek L TER 
data manager, are developing the Site 
Description Database (SiteDB), which will 
address this need, in coordination with 
Network GTOS efforts. Karen Baker is 
receiving support for SiteDB work as well 
as support for exploring communication 
structures such as the LTER Network Web 
organization , working document areas, 
figure archives, electronic newsletter 
templates , and registration forms. She will 
also work on ways to establish partnerships 
between information management and 
education. 

These pilot efforts have focused on NIS 
development activities , but future projects 
are not limited to NIS work. The Network 
Office will strive to identify and make 
available funds for these kinds of activities. 

Data Managers working on L TER 
Network-oriented projects may inquire about 
opporhmities for support to James Brunt 
Ubrunt@lternet.edu) or Robert Waide 
(rwaide@lternet.edu). Interested data 
managers should submit an outline for a 
project that would benefit from network 
support. Include details regarding the use of 
salaty support for a site data manager or 
programmer, travel of Network Office 
personnel to the site and/or travel of site 
personnel to the Network Office. NIS-related 
projects will continue to be defined and 
coordinated through the NIS working group 
and the Data Management Committee. • 
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New Design for DataBits 

D ataBits , the LTER Data Manager 
newsletter, has been revived. The 

newsletter was developed in 1990 as a 
mechanism for the L TER sites to share 
information. Publication continued through 
1994 under the editorship of John Porter 
(VCR) . A visit by Karen Baker (PAL) to 
the Network Office catalyzed the plan to 
recreate DataBits. A prototype was devel-
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oped , built upon the concepts of modular 
design, online publication, co-editorship as 
well as both inreach and outreach opportu
nities . The redesign for Spring99 DataBits 
was developed in conjunction with 
Marshall White (NET), a part-time graphic 
designer, who works with Patty Sprott 
(NET) to 
produce the online version of the LTER 
Network Nevvs. • 
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News from the 
International L TER 
Networks 
Christine French, L TER Network Office 

ILTER Network to Meet in South 
Africa 

K ruger National Park, South Africa, 
will be the dramatic setting for the 

1999 meeting of the International LTER 
Network. Up to thirteen of the countries 
which have formal Networks will be 
represented. Other countries where efforts 
are underway to establish national net
works that follow the model created in the 
U.S. nearly twenty years ago have also 
been invited to participate. 

The principal objective of this year's 
meeting is to begin concrete plans for one 
or more Network-level projects to be 
pursued by the participating countries. 
IL TER members have proposed several 
projects for this discussion, including 
participation in the GTOS Demonstration 
Project (GT-NET). John Vande Castle of 
the Network Office will present a work
shop describing this project, which is 
aimed at improving estimates of terrestrial 
net primary productivity and translating it 
to regionally specific maps suitable for 
land management applications. Other 
proposed projects include the application 
of biodiversity and primary productivity 
research in sustainable management and a 
study of processes that link aquatic 
systems and their watersheds. 

Following the ILTER business meeting, 
the South African hosts have organized a 
one-day symposium on "Distinguishing 
Human from Natural Causes of Long Term 
Change" at which several ILTER members 
will speak. They also have arranged a field 
trip in Kruger National Park for the 
international visitors to learn more about 
this famous natural preserve. 
Further information on this meeting can be 
found on the ILTER web site at: http:// 
www. i/temet. edu/meetings 

Regional IL TER Meetings Scheduled 
for the Near Future 

As the ILTER Network matures around 
the world, many countries have developed 
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tems that span their political borders. All 
four of the regional ILTER groups are 
holding meetings in the next few months to 
report on their LTER activities and to 
improve the basis for scientific collabora
tion within and outside their regions. 
Further details of these meetings are or will 
be available via the IL TER web site at 
http://www.ilternet.edu/meetings 

IL TER network members and interested 
parties in the Central European region held 
their inaugural meeting last fall in Poland, 
and will meet again in Budapest in late 
June just before the "World Conference on 
Science" sponsored by UNESCO. The 
meeting will focus on finding ways to 
improve networking among researchers in 
the neighboring scientific communities 
from Poland, Ukraine, the Czech Republic , 
the Slovak Republic, Hungary, and Roma
nia. Funding received from the Interna
tional Division of NSF will enable a group 
of US scientists to participate in an associ
ated workshop focused on promoting long 
term ecological research collaboration in 
the Carpathian Basin. 

North America has formed the newest 
regional network. At a meeting held in 
November 1998, representatives from the 
US and Canadian LTER Networks and a 
group of Mexican scientists and officials 
who are platming their national network 
decided to work together on muhtally 
agreed projects. This group will hold its 
first formal meeting during the ESA 
meeting in Spokane, Washington. In 
addition, they have organized a public 
workshop scheduled on 
August 7th at the ESA 
meeting, entitled "Formation 
of a North American Re
gional LTER Network: cross
site research opportunities for 
Canada, Mexico and the 
U.S." 

The East Asia-Pacific 
L TER networks will hold 
their third meeting in Seoul, 
Korea in mid-October. A 
group ofUS LTER scientists 
with particular interest in research in Asia 
has requested support from the Intema
tional Division ofNSF to participate in a 
research oriented workshop associated with 
this meeting, with the hope of advancing 
plans for some specific US-Asian collabo-
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rative LTER projects. 
The fifth meeting of the LTER Networks 

of the Latin American region is now being 
organized for October. The Alexander von 
Humboldt Institute, sponsor of the Colom
bian national L TER network, will be the 
host of this meeting. 

L TER Exchanges with Asian 
Partners 

Thanks to generous support and encour
agement from the International Division of 
NSF, several workshops and exchanges of 
scientists and sh1dents will be held in the 
near future between US LTER sites and 
counterparts in Japan, Taiwan and Korea. 
Look for reports on some of these in future 
issues of the Netl·vork News . 

The Network Office is coordinating a 
visit to Japanese research sites by a group 
of eight US graduate shtdents and two 
faculty members from seven different 
LTER sites. The group will participate in a 
bilateral LTER workshop in mid June at 
Tomakomai Experimental Forest in 
Hokkaido, as well as visiting research 
instih1tions near Kyoto and Lake Biwa. In 
August, five Japanese graduate students 
and two professors will come to the US for 
visits to several LTER sites in the central 
and eastern US: one limnologist will visit 
NTL, while those working in forest 
systems will visit HBR, HFR and CWT. 
Prior to this visit, most of the group will 
attend the ESA meeting in Spokane. 

As mentioned in the item on regional 
meetings in this issue, a group of nine US 
scientists and two graduate students 
associated with US LTER sites are expect-

continued on page 21, column one 

Kruger Park had its origins in 
a wildlife refuge established 
more than a century ago, not 
long after our own 
Yellowstone National Park 
became the first national park 
in the world.Photos courtesy 
Kruger Parle 



Joining Forces: 
IL TER and Sandia 
National Laboratory's 
Cooperative 
Monitoring Center 

Two capable forces in ecological 
cooperation and networking are 

joining together. 
"We would like to merge the concepts 

of the CMC and ILTER," said John Olson, 
Northeast Asia program manager for the 
Cooperative Monitoring Center (CMC) 
On 6 April 1999, several members of the 
CMC met with Chris French, John Vande 
Castle and Jim Gosz to discuss possibili
ties of collaborating on projects in Asia 
and the Middle East. 

The Cooperative Monitoring Center is 
funded by the Department of Energy and 
· ... - ~. located at Sandia 

National Labora-

CMC's mission is 
to assist political 
and technical 

analyze, design, and implement 
nonproliferation, arms control, 
and other security measures-
including those involving envi
ronmental and natural resources. 

The CMC is attempting to 
develop a cooperative project with 
North Korea involving sustainable 
development in the Tumen River 
basin between North Korea, 
China, and Russia. "Contacts are 
difficult to make in that part of the 
world," Olsen said. "Our goal is 
to enhance regional stability using ........ """'......,......., 
technology and cmmnunication The Middle East Sustainable Land-use Initiative conducted 
and a project to involve both of a precedent-setting joint visit to Israeli and Palestinian 

partipants study sites. Many of the scientitsts had never 
the Koreas," Olsen said. "We visited each other's sites, and the visit helped to create a 
would like to supplement mili- positive, personal rapport. The extended interactions fos
tary-based projects with environ- tered discussions about other forms of collaborations that 
mental projects." might be possible among the scientists. Photo courtesy of 

There is an active ILTER David Betsill, Cooperative Monitoring Center. 

Network in the East Asia-Pacific Region, scientists in support of the Middle East 
but crossing difficult political boundaries Sustainable Land Use Initiative.This 
remains a challenge. A visit by Olsen or project encourages joint participation 
another CMC staff member "could provide between Palestinian and Israeli scientists in 
the CMC with an opportunity to establish ecological observation and research. 
useful scientific and political contacts on A visit to sites in Israel and the West 
both sides of the Demilitarized Zone," Bank 20 February through 3 March of 
(DMZ) says Eun-Shik Kim, coordinater of 1999 involved a team comprised of CMC 
the Korean LTER Network. A CMC- representatives Tim Crawford and David 
sponsored project could also facilitate Betsill; Palestinians Hazem Qawasmeh, 
contacts and cooperation between scientists Shawqi Sa' adeh, and Y ounis Sbieh of the 
in the divided country, and help ILTER Ministry of Environmental Affairs 
scientists to pursue opportunities for (MENA), and Aluum Tamimi and Ayed 
environmental research in the DMZ- an Mohammed of Hebron University, and 
area that is currently inaccessible. Israelis Moshe Shackak, Eli Zaady, and 

'u"n-..~ The Middle East Susta inable Land Bert Boeken ofBen-Gurion University, 
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tainab/e 
Land-use 
Initiative in-
valves four 
sites in Is

' rae/ and the 
West Bank. 
Monitoring 
technology 
will be in
stalled by 
the Coop
erative 

• Monitoring 
Center, and 
opera ted 
by Israeli 
and Pales-
tinian sci
entists. 

and A vi Perevolosky, Volcani Institute of 
the Ministry of Agriculture. 

The plan is to install "Tier II" meteoro
logical stations at two sites in Israel and 
two sites on the West Bank. ILTER will 
provide the conceptual and organizational 
umbrella. CMC will procure, import, and 
install meteorological data collection, 
provide one year of cellular phone service 
for remote data transmission, and will 
perform network integration for communi
cation and data sharing (including a Web 
site). Hebron and Ben-Gurion Universities 
and MENA will provide sites and all 
existing data, site maintenance and secu
rity, as well as research, administrative and 
technical staff. 

Physical security of the stations and 
access to the sites is a concern. Crossings 
between Israel and the West Bank are 
closely monitored by Israeli security 

continued on page 20 
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forces . The Zeefsite (see map) is in an 
area of Palestinian civil authority and 
Israeli military control. The Samou'a site is 
in an area of Israeli civil and military 
control. The Lehavim and Sayaret Sha'ked 
sites are both L TER sites, and are con
trolled by Israel. 

Data access is another concern. "We 
must establish trust between the scientists," 
Betsill said. Raw data will be used at first, 
with no interpretation. "They need to see 
for themselves what is produced by these 
met stations. Then perhaps in the future we 
can develop metadata." 

Gosz and Vande Castle offered input 
regarding use of LTER standards for 
climate data. 

The field trip included a precedent
setting joint visit to each participant's 
research site. "The scientists had never 
visited each other's sites," Betsill said. "We 
were able to establish a good rapport, and 
stimulate discussion about other possible 
collaborations." 

Please see article in the Fall 1998 issue of 
the LTER Network Newsletter about the 
first stage of CMC/ILTER cooperation: 
http: //www .1 ternet. edu/documents/N ews
letters/NetworlcNews/ntwrknws22/ 
For more information about the CMC, visit 
the Web site: http: //www.cmc.sandia.gov 
For more information about the Israeli 
LTER program, see the ILTER Web site: 
http: //www.ilternet.edu • 

• • • 
LTER Exchanges continued from page 18 

ing to visit Korea in October for a bilateral 
workshop to explore opportunities for 
mutually beneficial collaboration with 
Korean partners. Plans include site visits to 
Korean L TER sites. 

The H J Andrews LTER site has received 
funding from the International Division of 
NSF for a series of exchange visits with 
Taiwanese counterparts. The first activity 
will be to host a group coming to Oregon 
State University and Andrews Forest prior 
to attending the ESA meeting in August. 
The group of about eighteen scientists and 
students are primarily from Taiwan but will 
include several from Japan and Korea as 
well. Then over the coming year or two, 
there will be several visits to Taiwan by 
scientists and sh1dents from OSU and the 
Andrews L TER site. • 
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Biodiversity 
Observation 

T he year 200 I has been designated 
International Biodiversity Observation 

Year (IBOY). This project was initiated by 
DIVERS IT AS, a program for the study of 
the science of biodiversity. Many activities 
plmmed for IBOY involve new science and 
innovative integration, as well as activities 
that will publicize the value of biodiversity 
to the general public. 

Designing IBOY has revealed a large 
number of international biodiversity moni
toring efforts, and the 2001 project could 
bring much-deserved attention to these 
efforts. Meanwhile it has become obvious 
that some aspects of biodiversity monitoring 
should be identified and highlighted for 
maximum effect. This examination also has 
raised questions regarding whether impor
tant measurements are being ignored, as well 
as where efforts might be duplicated. 

Some of the issues to be addressed for the 
IBOY Project are: 1) What are some of the 
questions related to monitoring? 2) With so 
many differing temporal and spatial scales 
of interest to different groups, how do we 
answer these questions? 3) What is the 
value, and what are the drawbacks of 
standardized methods for inter-site compari
sons in relation to the questions I and 2? 4) 
How can we link data sets and approaches , 
while much effort has been expended 
already for certain measurements)? 5) How 
can we move forward in biodiversity 
monitoring considering the multiplicity of 
efforts, the lack of resources and frequent 
lack of political will? 

This analysis could help strengthen 
biodiversity research, and in order to 
accomplish these goals, a three-day work
shop was held 8-10 April 1999 at the 
National Center for Ecological Analysis and 
Synthesis (NCEAS). The meeting was held 
to discuss the following: 1) What interna
tional monitoring activities exist, and what 
they do; 2) Where are the gaps, and how we 
can optimize our current activities; 3) How 
can IBOY contribute to monitoring activi
ties , and; 4) What needs to be done from the 
point of view of the Secretariat of the 
Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD). 

Representatives from biodiversity-
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monitoring programs from all over the 
world presented their projects , which have 
been selected for IBOY, including: 

Walter Reid: The Millenum Assessment 
will offer a global assessment of ecosys
tems and translate it for policy makers, use 
it to make predictions on the state of 
biodiversity in the various existing ecosys
tems, identify gaps in predictions, and help 
build capacity of countries who have 
signed environmental conventions, focus
ing on the Biodiversity and Desertification 
Conventions. Scheduled launch : 2000. 

Pep Canadell: Within the International 
Geosphere-Biosphere Project (IGBP), 
biodiversity is studied in the context of 
other global changes: Climate Change, 
Elevated C02, N deposition and Land Use 
Changes. GCTE has established a partner
ship with DIVERS IT AS to sh1dy the links 
between biodiversity and ecosystem 
functioning. Within GCTE, the activities of 
two consortia and three new networks are 
directly relevant to biodiversity monitor
ing: the C02 consortium, the recently 
established Soil Warming Consortium, the 
Species Removal experiment network, the 
Biological Invasions network and the 
Belowground Functional Groups network. 

A project called FLUXNET is a network 
of long-term C02, water vapor and energy 
measurement sites, which sh1dies the 
metabolic diversity of terrestrial ecosys
tems, and documents the control of carbon 
and energy fluxes by climate, vegetation 
and substrate. Finally, The GLOBEC 
program of IGBP sh1dies how global 
changes will affect marine ecosystems, and 
how this will feed back on the climate. 

Fred Grassle: The main goals of the 
Ocean Biological Information System 
(OBIS), a project accepted for IBOY, are 
to capture individual datasets, produce a 
digital global data set and make the 
information available on the Web. OBIS 
will provide fish input to the Global Ocean 
Observing System. 

MARS, another marine network, has the 
task to develop standards of protocols 
among the 75 U.S. marine labs to match 
data and integrate them. 

Tohru Nakashizuka: The International 
Network for DIVERSITAS in Western 
Pacific and Asia plans to monitor 
biodiversity patterns along latih1dinal and 
related gradients in relation to ecological 
functions on forest, lake and coastal 
ecosystems. Many field sites with common 
sampling methods have already been 
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established. The results will constitute one 
of the main contributions of IBOY. 

Jim Reichmann: The Biodiversity 
Observation Network is a U.S. project with 
broad geographical and taxonomical rep
resentation, a set of minimum installations 
(GIS, GPS, climate and biogeochemical 
instrumentation, field facilities) and long
term funding. A first cohort of eight sites 
has established a common set of questions 
related to biodiversity. Other sites wi ll be 
added to complete this initial network. 

James Gosz: The Global Terrestrial 
Observing System (GTOS) was created to 
find data needed to monitor changes in 
terrestrial ecosystems, according to five 
priority themes: changes inland quality, 
availability of freshwater resources, loss of 
biodiversity, climate change, and pollution 
and toxicity . GTOS is not a research 
program, and until now, the main activity 
has been networking. GTOS is now 
starting the Global Net Primary Productiv
ity (NPP) Demonstration Project, which is 
establishing mechanisms for contributing 
site data to a central archive and utili zi ng 
site capabilities to validate satellite imagery 
(MODIS). The US-LTER Network sites 
provide data on land cover, Leaf Area Index 
(LAI) and net primary productivity to the 
Network Office and the lab of Dr. Steven 
Running for validation of the MODIS 
imagery. In exchange, sites receive satellite 
imagety from GTOS. The overall goal of 
this pilot project is to give NASA the ability 
to obtain a correct land-cover data map. 

A project for IBOY will look at the 
relationship between species richness and 
potential evapotranspiration, or species 
richness and primary productivity, how 
biodiversity could be characterized and 
measured at different hierarchical levels 
(community, landscape, region) and how 
this could be related to satellite imagery. 

C. Will<inson: The International Coral 
Reef Initiative (ICRI) , The Global Coral 
Reef Monitoring Network (GCRMN), and 
Coral Reef Check has 400 monitoring sites 
in 40 countries and involves public 
participation to simple monitoring activi
ties. At the moment, no diversity map 
exists for coral reefs. One Coral Reef 
project has been accepted as an IBOY 
project. 

M. Ruggiero: The Biosphere Reserve 
Integrated Monitoring Network (BRIM) 
includes 356 sites in 95 countries. The 
goals include improving access to existing 
data , promoting standardized and harmo-

nized protocols for collecting and report
ing data, and building communications 
among protected areas through the 
Internet. 

ACCESS is the directory of the Bio
sphere Reserves . The Man and Biosphere 
(MAB)-UNESCO Flora and Fauna 
projects have conducted inventories within 
these reserves and are creating metadata 
bases. A project called BioMon is cur
rently monitoring forest biodiversity with 
the SIIMAB protocol at 300 permanent 
forest plots in 40 countries. More on these 
projects can be found on the MAB Web site 
(http://ice.ucdavis.edu/mab ).The MAB Flora 
and Fauna projects are involved in IBOY. 
Eight sites are both BRIM and LTER 

D. Wake described the activities of the 
Declining Amphibian Task Force 
(DAPTF), chaired by Ron Heyer, at the 
Smithsonian Institution. This regional task 
force involves 125 groups, two of which 
are monitoring groups. The force also 
involves issue-specific groups (e.g. UV 
task force). DAPTF publishes a newsletter 
called "FrogLog." The problem of disap
pearing amphibians has local, regional and 
global implications. (e.g. disappearance of 
frogs in British Columbia, UV and global 
climate change). 

The alarm about amphibians disappear
ance sounded because they were disap
pearing from National Parks (Yosemite, 
Sequoia, etc.). Various causes have been 
hypothesized: the use of pesticides and 
strong winds in the Central Valley of 
California, climate change and local 
drought episodes in South America (see 
Nature 1999), infectious diseases (Science 
1999). Current monitoring efforts use 
baseline data established in 1912-1916. 

There are 5,000 frog species and only 
500 frog specialists, which implies that 
many species are not studied. Amphibia 
Web, a project accepted for IBOY, will 
develop an interactive web-based commu
nication and database system covering the 
world's amphibians (see http: //elib.cs. 
berkeley.edu:8080/amphibians/). The goal 
is to make a definitive statement about evety 
species of amphibian on the planet and to 
serve as a model project for global bio
diversity conservation efforts in other taxa. 

C. Gascon presented the new Center for 
Applied Biodiversity Sciences at Conser
vation International (CI), which would like 
to be the leading resource center for 
governmental agencies , funding agencies, 
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and funding instihltions in field-tested 
solutions to biodiversity conservation. 

In order to ga in predictive capacity, a 
monitoring effort called the "B iodiversi ty 
Information System" is being initiated at a 
network of pre-existing sites, measuring 
the components of biodiversity, monitoring 
temporal and spatial dynamics of bio
diversity, and providing early warning of 
emerging threats to biodiversity. A com
mon standard protocol is being des igned. 

The core variables to be measured at 
each site include biomass, taxa abundance, 
and decomposition rate. Site-specific 
measurements as well as socioeconomic 
variables (e.g. population growth) will also 
be included in this Biodiversity Informa
tion System, which will allow CI to 
establish an Early Warning System. 

M. Collins described the activities of the 
World Conservation Monitoring Center 
(WCMC) . WCMC provides a number of 
services such as multimedia information 
service, training and education service and 
services to International Agreements 
available on the WCMC Web site (www. 
wcmc.org.uk). Examples of other typical 
WCMC activities include launching the 
IUCN Red List of Threatened Tpecies in 
1997, which represents a systematic global 
assessment of species. Information can be 
obtained on the IUCN Web site (www. 
IUCN .org), and publishing World Mall
grove Atlas, Reefs at Risk, and Diversity of 
the Seas- A Regional Approach that 
identifies the richest and most endangered 
marine areas of the world. WCMC also 
maintains a network of protected areas and 
published "The United Nations List of 
Protected Areas" in 1997. WCMC has been 
trying to establish links with BCIS, and 
would like to strengthen its link with 
UNEP in order to strengthen UNEP 's role 
in monitoring. 

R. BatTeto: The SSC of IUCN com
prises six commissions, the largest being 
"The Species Survival Commission." The 
primary product of this Commission is the 
updating of the Red List of Threatened 
Species with WCMC). For more il?{orma
tion about !BOY see the Web site http:// 
www. icsu. org/DIVERSITAS/lboy/ 
iboy _jj. html • 

This article was edited by Patricia Sprott, 
L TER Network Office, from meeting notes 
provided by Anne Larigauderie, International 
Council for Science. 
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Calendar: 
Coming events of interest to the L TER Community 

August 7: "The First Annual Meeting 
of the North American Regional L TER 
Network" Saturday 9-5 Spokane 
Convention Center, Spokane, Washing
ton . For more information see the L TER 
Web site http://www.lternet.edu/network/ 
meetings/NARegion. html 
or contact: Christine French, International 
Coordinator, U.S. L TER Network Office 
phone: 505-272-7831, email: 
cfrench@lternet.edu 

August 8: "Crossing the Moat: Using 
Ecosystem Services to Communicate 
Ecological Ideas Beyond the Ivory 
Tower" ESA Communications Work
shop Rhonda Kranz and Nancy Cole, 
Organizers. Sunday 1-4p.m. 
Spokane Convention Center. 
See the ESA Web site for more informa
tion about the Annual Meeting 
http://www.sdsc.edu/-ESA/esa.htm 

August 11: "Planning for Serendipity: 
Ecological Breakthroughs from Long
term Data" R. J. Olson and J. Gosz, 

niversity of New Mexico 
he Network News 

L TER Network Office 
Department of Biology 
Albuquerque NM 87131-1091 

Organizers. Wednesday 1-5p.m. ESA 
Annual Meeting Symposium #18 Spo
kane Convention Center. See the ESA 
Web site for more information about the 
Annual Meeting (this workshop spon
sored by L TER) http://www.sdsc.edu/ 
-ESA/esa . htm 

August 16- 17: Annual Meeting of the 
International Long Term Ecological 
Research Network Skukuza, South 
Africa. Monday, 16 August: "International 
L TER Business meeting . Tuesday, 17 
August: "Distinguishing human from 
natural causes of long term change" 
International L TER Symposium. See the 
IL TER Web site for more information : 
http://www.ilternet.edu/meetings/ 
KrugerSymposium.htm 

October 2-4: L TER Coordinating 
Committee Meeting. Hosted by 
Hubbard Brook. The science theme for 
this meeting will be "Patterns and Control 
of Primary Productivity Across Biomes." 
Potential products from this meeting 

include a book on standards for measur
ing productivity, a workshop for the All 
Scientists Meeting, and a synthesis 
article for Bioscience. 

October 14- 15: Baltimore Ecosystem 
Study Annual Meeting. Contact 
Deborah A. Cosentino Baltimore Ecosys
tem Study Project Facilitator 
Institute of Ecosystem Studies 
Box AB (Route 44A) 
Millbrook, New York 12545-0129 
Phone: 914-677-7511 
Fax: 914-677-5976 
Email: CosentinoD@ecostudies. org 
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